A Message to our Friends and Alumni

2010-2011 provided another extraordinary academic year for the School. Applications for admission remain high and the national centralized application service has likewise provided real challenges in selection. We look forward to a full class of thirty-four students; our transitional curriculum has now enrolled over 300 students and provided nearly 90 new alumni for The University of Montana in the past two years. I can’t overestimate the impact this program has had on national recognition; our network of graduates now reaches further than ever before and the addition of the affiliate faculty who instruct in our program are nationally and internationally-known experts. I encourage you to explore the depth and breadth of this program through the web site.

Changes continue at the faculty level with the departures of Drs. Steve Fehrer and Kim Mize-Humphrey. We welcome the addition of Dr. Toby Kinney to replace Kim as Associate ACCE and Dr. Sue Ostertag will adjust her responsibilities with us for the following year on an interim basis to assume the role of Clinical Assistant Professor with more primary teaching responsibilities, scholarship and service in addition to providing clinical care. We expect to revisit the vacancy left by the departure of Steve Fehrer during the upcoming year.

Our clinics continue to thrive and are providing unique learning and service opportunities to our students and the campus community. Spearheaded by Dr. Brenda Mahlum, we added a sports residency program and recent graduate Dr. Jamie Terry was the inaugural resident.

With all the positive energy that the program generates, the year was marked with the loss of one of our students, Shawn Woodrum, to cancer. Shawn was an extraordinary individual on so many levels and an inspiration with his courage and positive nature. Moreover, the response of his classmates in fund raising and generosity in the emotional and fiscal support of his family was incredible. With the help of higher administration we were pleased to award a diploma to Shawn’s wife, Stella and her sons Peyton and Parker, at our commencement ceremony in May.

As always, I am indebted to a great faculty and staff and the continuing support of Dean David Forbes and his staff. It’s hard to believe I have finished my fifth year at the helm as chair but it is those around me that inspire innovation. I believe if you have been observing our efforts, you can appreciate that we have been on a serious trajectory to regional and national prominence. It is such a privilege to work and live in Montana and I encourage you to visit the School when you are passing through Missoula.

So have a great year ahead and be sure to let us hear from you.

All the best,

Reed Humphrey, PT, PhD
Professor & Chair
UM PT ADVISORY BOARD
invites you to participate in:

THE GRIZ-CONNECTION

The School’s Advisory Board is a group of physical therapists who act as a consultative body to assist the School in meeting its mission, including the promotion of collaborative activities between physical therapists and the School. The Advisory Board has developed a project that needs your involvement. The goal of this project is to create a bridge between UM PT students and practicing physical therapists. This bridge connects participating PTs to the School and students, and gives students access to the real-world experiences of a mentor. This mentor relationship broadens perspective, fosters dialogue, and challenges each to think about the practice of physical therapy in new ways.

What is the Griz-Connection?
• The Griz-Connection is a way for UM PT alumni to get connected with the UM PT Program.
• The Griz-Connection is a way to share your expertise and serve as a mentor to students.
• The Griz-Connection is a way to be engaged in learning and teaching; to be challenged and to challenge.

Interested in being a mentor?
This is how it will work:
1. Send the following information by emailing physical.therapy@umontana.edu
   a. Information to include:
      i. year graduated
      ii. degrees, certifications, specialties, and areas of expertise
      iii. clinic location and area of practice (ex. Missoula MT, XYZ Clinic, Out-patient/ortho),
      iv. Contact information (include phone number that student can contact you during day and/or evening, email, face book, etc.)
2. Volunteering means your willingness to be a mentor to UM PT students and be available to discuss questions and issues related to the practice of PT via email, phone, or by other means agreed upon. You may form a mentor relationship with more than one student.
3. Students may initiate contact to seek input on any topic related to their classroom studies and clinical experiences.
4. General ground rules and guidelines for interactions will be established and provided to students and mentors outlining expectations and mentor/mentee etiquette.
5. Students will be available to respond to mentor questions and share information students are being exposed to in school.

SIGN UP TODAY!
For more information please contact:
Reed Humphrey, Chair – UM PT Program: reed.humphrey@umontana.edu
or
Lisa Grossman, Chair – Advisory Board: mcbratny@3rivers.net
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Please allow me to introduce myself as the new Director of Development and Alumni Relations for the School of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Science, as part of the College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences. I’m thrilled to be part of such a dedicated and talented group of individuals. I look forward to traveling to meet many of you and hear about your experience at UM, your thoughts on ways to stay connected, and to update you on the numerous events taking place at the School.

Given our economic climate and the impact it can have on higher education, now is an even more important time to consider “giving back.” Your support, encouragement and financial help will assist our students in a multitude of ways. Whether it’s financial assistance for tuition and books, registration and travel to a conference, or access to cutting-edge equipment, your gift WILL make a difference. Also, a gift of $500 or more will grant you membership into the Montana Health Club, a society of engaged individuals whose support is vital to the college. For more information please visit www.health.umt.edu/mhc.html.

Thank you for your generosity, your time and your support of our amazing physical therapy students, faculty and staff. Please feel free to call me with questions or ideas about fund raising or ways to enhance our alumni relations.

Sincerely,

Trisha Thorson,
Director of Development and Alumni Relations
College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
P.O Box 7159 • 600 Connell Avenue • Missoula, MT 59807-7159
406-243-4222 • 800-443-2593 • trisha.thorson@mso.umt.edu www.supportUM.org

Wheelchairs for Thailand

Over winter break, when there was time for such things as catching up on current events, first year PT student Kelsey Turner was inspired by a news piece covering the non-profit ROC Wheels of Bozeman. The organization builds and distributes wheelchairs primarily to children with disabilities in third-world countries. Fellow students Heidi Biehl, Kelly Shields, Andy Thomas and Tori Moffett joined Kelsey in working to establish a similar program for those in need in Thailand. This service project will reinforce the connection between Thailand and The University of Montana’s Physical Therapy program, which Dr. James Laskin forged when he spent a year in Chang Mai, Thailand, as a visiting scholar and via a return visit last summer to continue his research there with the assistance of a group of students.

This next student trip to Thailand will have an emphasis on service as well as cultural and clinical learning experiences while giving back to a population in need. Thailand has an aging population and a high incidence of motorcycle accidents that has led to a growing population with disabilities and limited recourses. We would like to develop a program, which we hope will be ongoing, where UM students help provide, fit and train impoverished Thais with disabilities in the use of wheelchairs.

We are excited with the possibility of strengthening ties between The University of Montana’s PT Program and our affiliations in Southeast Asia and helping those in need. Any support would be greatly appreciated to assist us in making this worthwhile project happen. For more information regarding tax deductible donations to fund this project or sponsor a wheelchair, please contact Trisha Thorson, Director of Development and Alumni Relations, at 406-243-4222 or trisha.thorson@mso.umt.edu.
We bid farewell to faculty members Kim Mize-Humphrey and Steve Fehrer with sincere appreciation for their contributions over the years. Kim leaves to primarily devote herself to motherhood; Reed and Kim’s son Eliot turned one year in June and Kim is busy monitoring gait patterns. Kim served the School in the role of Clinical Assistant Professor and Associate Academic Coordinator of Clinical Education for seven years, and will continue to provide expertise in Women’s Health. Steve departs Montana after 12 years of teaching and important leadership during the transition to our DPT curriculum. Steve, seeking a warmer climate, has taken a faculty position at Midwestern University in Glendale, Arizona.

Joining us in the fall is Toby Kinney, PT, DPT, OCS, MBA, originally from Boise and most recently on faculty at Sacred Heart University in CT. Toby received his bachelor’s degree in Psychology at Portland State University, his MS PT at New York Medical College, his MBA via Duke University and his DPT from Washington University in St. Louis, MO. He brings considerable clinical experience and a love of teaching to our program. Along with teaming up with Dave Levison in helping to manage the Clinical Education Program as Associate ACCE, Toby will have teaching responsibilities that include content area in Pathology, TMJ-Cervical-Thoracic units, Primary Care, and Practice and Administration. Dr. Sue Ostertag, who recently passed her NCS exam, will be providing instructional support in neurorehabilitation, among other key areas in the curriculum.

Under the guidance of Dr. Alex Santos we have remodeled our anatomy laboratory and added high-definition video for instructional support during dissection. In addition, Dr. Santos has been busy this summer installing equipment that the School recently purchased that will allow faculty to perform intramuscular electromyography in the Motor Control Lab. The system will allow researchers to perform simultaneous recording of eight muscles with all analysis completed by customized software produced by the faculty. The Motor Control Lab also received a set of 3D mini force transducers to be used on studies focusing on hand dexterity of healthy and special populations. This equipment will be fully operational for Fall semester. Our other labs in Movement Science and Applied Exercise Physiology are busy with a variety of projects gaining national notoriety, and the clinics are thriving.

Dr. Ryan Mizner has had a busy year, including being invited to present at APTA’s Combined Sections Meeting (CSM) in February in New Orleans and in Billings for the MAPTA 2011 Spring meeting. Ryan was part of a panel presentation at CSM titled – “Knee Changes from the Sports Injury to the TKA: Clinical Biomechanics.” His presentation in Billings was titled – “A Practical and Evidence Based Workshop on Electrotherapy for Pain Control and Muscle Strengthening.” Ryan also conducted an ACL Rehab workshop on the UM Campus in early August. Ryan contributed to several articles that were published this past year, including one titled, “Measuring Functional Improvement after Total Knee Arthroplasty Requires both Performance-based and Self-Report Assessments: A Longitudinal Analysis of Outcomes.” (J Arthroplasty. 2010 Sept. 17) Ryan was lead author on this publication and the findings were also featured in the December 2010 issue of Lower Extremity Review magazine, in which he and his co-authors were interviewed.
Amanda Grove (class of ’10) and her husband Jeremy welcomed Ava Laree Grove into the world on 5/19/2011. Amanda and family live in Great Falls, MT and she works for Benefis Health System as an acute care and outpatient PT.

Amber (Majerus) Chenoweth (’07) is currently working at the VA in Helena. Amanda just passed the OCS exam this spring. Amanda and her husband Cory are expecting their first child, a boy, in November.

Brittnie (McArthur) Herbst (’09) is still living in Butte, MT where she works at an outpatient/sports medicine clinic, Advantage Physical Therapy. She and her husband had a baby girl, Jordyn, on February 28th.

Amanda Grove (class of ’10) and her husband Jeremy welcomed Ava Laree Grove into the world on 5/19/2011. Amanda and family live in Great Falls, MT and she works for Benefis Health System as an acute care and outpatient PT.

Amber (Majerus) Chenoweth (’07) is currently working at the VA in Helena. Amanda just passed the OCS exam this spring. Amanda and her husband Cory are expecting their first child, a boy, in November.

Brittnie (McArthur) Herbst (’09) is still living in Butte, MT where she works at an outpatient/sports medicine clinic, Advantage Physical Therapy. She and her husband had a baby girl, Jordyn, on February 28th.

Amanda Grove (class of ’10) and her husband Jeremy welcomed Ava Laree Grove into the world on 5/19/2011. Amanda and family live in Great Falls, MT and she works for Benefis Health System as an acute care and outpatient PT.

Amber (Majerus) Chenoweth (’07) is currently working at the VA in Helena. Amanda just passed the OCS exam this spring. Amanda and her husband Cory are expecting their first child, a boy, in November.

Brittnie (McArthur) Herbst (’09) is still living in Butte, MT where she works at an outpatient/sports medicine clinic, Advantage Physical Therapy. She and her husband had a baby girl, Jordyn, on February 28th.

Danita Mattick (’04) is now in Bozeman and working at Bozeman Deaconess Hospital where she specializes in women’s health/orthopedics/pregnancy. She and her husband Ryan have 2 children and a third due in August.

Derek Clewley PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT (’02) and wife had their first baby last year, a boy. Derek also finished a manual physical therapy fellowship in 2010 and has now started working towards a PhD in orthopaedic and sport sciences. He is a lead faculty member with Evidence In Motion’s residency and fellowship program and was elected chair of the 2012 APTA Annual Conference programming committee in Tampa. Derek works for Benchmark PT in the Atlanta, GA area where he coordinates student internships among other things. Thanks Derek for taking UM PT student interns!

Joe Wegley DPT, ATP, CBIS (’04) and his wife had their first child this July, a baby girl! Joe and his family live in Boise, ID where Joe is Lead PT for the Inpatient Neurologic Program at Elks Rehab Hospital and a long time CI for UM students.

Miri Disney-Faller PT, ATC, (’06) has 2 children now, a daughter, Malia Catherine, and son, Dawson. She started her own private practice, Back On Track Physical Therapy, here in Missoula. She specializes in chronic headache treatment, as well as spine care, sports injury and post surgical rehabilitation.

Thomas Parkhill (’06) works for Hamilton Physical Therapy practicing out of the Canyons Athletic Club location. He earned his OCS in 2010 and was recently voted “Best of the Bitterroot” for physical therapist this past year. Thomas frequently serves the School as a CI.

Hannah (Triphan ) Sajac (’07) will finish her neurologic residency at Ohio State University in September. After that, she and her husband will move to Montpelier, VT where she has accepted an outpatient position in pediatrics and neurology.

Morgan Denny (’06), intrepid traveler and adventurer extraordinaire, reports retiring (at least for now) from a great stint as a PT in Portland, OR, where she worked for four years for Therapeutic Associates at the Downtown Clinic. During this time, she made three visits to New Zealand. Last fall, she spent two months traveling through India, which included volunteering some time in the Indian hospital system. Since returning from India, she and her partner have been working on their latest project: EcoJaunt. They currently are traveling around the states for a year, visiting communities and individuals who are making sustainable choices a priority. Morgan invites you to view their website which is full of fun, informative, how-to style videos in order to encourage, inspire, and empower people to make smarter, more sustainable choices in life. www.EcoJaunt.org (you really should check this out)
What is a sports residency? I was asked this question quite a few times over the last year. A sports residency is a post-professional program full of mentorship, self-study, and professional development. I was in and out of classrooms, training rooms, clinics, labs, mentors’ and physician’s offices. I was exposed to various techniques, tools, and clinical reasoning schemas. I traveled to section meetings, lectures, and sporting events. I spent time fulfilling didactic curriculum requirements, developing goals for residency development and participating in research. All of these amazing experiences have enhanced my skills as a clinician and left me hungry for more.

When you graduate from PT school you enter a whole new world; the world of full patient schedules, productivity standards, and student loan repayments. People get married, have babies, buy new homes and start living the American dream. The UM residency program has provided me the opportunity to postpone all that for one year of deliberate professional development in the area of sports and orthopedics. And for that, I am very thankful. The luxury of entering the working world at a pace conducive for reflection, asking questions and getting answers to those questions has been an invaluable experience.

Being the first resident in the UM program, I also had the opportunity to help shape the UM program for future residents. As specialization becomes more popular in the profession, I believe participation in residency programs will become standard professional development for more and more PTs and I am happy to have been part of this movement in our profession.

The UM residency program has prepared me well for the future and I look forward to building on the foundation that the program has provided. And although you cannot expedite experience, I believe this is an amazing way to facilitate professional growth. Through the guidance of mentors in evidence-based practice, and my own personal commitment as a lifelong learner, I have an increased skill level and confidence as a clinician. This is what The University of Montana Sports and Orthopedic Residency is all about.

Jamie Terry, DPT, CSCS
University of Montana Sports Resident 2011
News and Announcements

We are happy to announce that once again UM PT students will have an opportunity to work with Dr. Shirley Sahrmann this fall. Dr. Sahrmann will be in Missoula October 22–23 for a MAPTA Fall Meeting and while here, she will review Movement Impairment System concepts and conduct a lab at the University for students.

Zootown Triathlon Supports UMPT Student Clinic

The third annual Zootown Triathlon was held early August here in Missoula. Race organizer, Travis Obermier, is a 2010 UM PT alum and once again graciously donated proceeds to The University of Montana’s Student Wellness & Rehabilitation Clinic. This is a student-run PT clinic located on the UM campus in the New Directions Wellness Center. The mission of this clinic is to provide affordable rehabilitation and wellness services to uninsured members of the Missoula community and surrounding rural areas. The race consists of a 500 meter swim at Splash Montana, a 12.9 mile bike ride and 3.3 mile run. Look for the opportunity to compete or volunteer at future events. More information can be found at http://zootowntri.com

Applications being accepted for UM PT’s transitional DPT program

If you have been thinking about earning a transitional DPT degree, please consider our program. Now is the time. We are partnering with Rehab Essentials to provide practicing clinicians the opportunity to advance from either a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree. Our program is convenient, a great value and provides the opportunity to learn from nationally recognized faculty. Please contact Terry Heron at theronumtptdpt@gmail.com and visit the website for application information and more. http://umt.rehabessentials.com/umt/

Calling all Clinical Instructors!

Please contact Dave Levison, ACCE at david.levison@umontana.edu if you would be interested in becoming a Clinical Instructor for UM PT students. We appreciate all former grads that offer their time and expertise to UM PT as Clinical Instructors.

Announcing the Geriatric Faculty Fellows Program Application

Sponsored by the Montana Geriatric Education Center Components of the Program include:

1. Complete modules in the online MTGEC Geriatric Curriculum (60 HOURS)
2. Attend the MTGEC Annual conferences on depression (2011) and related topics in subsequent years (24 HOURS)
3. Prepare for and participate in MTGEC’s follow-up videoconferences (16 HOURS)
4. Attend a week-long national meeting on geriatrics or gerontology in your discipline (40 HOURS)
5. Obtain “hands on” experience in the area of teaching, clinical practice or research (20 HOURS)

Total Hours: 160 over four years. To register, go to http://mtgec.umontana.edu and click on Geriatric Faculty Fellows Program Application.

QUESTIONS? CONTACT – Gayle Hudgins, Director MTGEC 406–243–6495 gayle.hudgins@umontana.edu

Keeping in Touch!

If you would like to receive information about upcoming continuing education and School events and news as well as job openings, please contact physical.therapy@umontana.edu so we can update your email address.

Congratulations Graduating Class of 2011

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Lisa Baikker, Florence, MT
Benjamin D. Brooker, Rapid City, SD
Tanea Vanae Brown, Wenatchee, WA
Kaci Lee Calaway, Bigfork, MT
Benjamin Cunningham, Burns, OR
Ashley Daniel, Butte, MT
Lindsey Flint, Butte, MT
Annie Joy Gayvert, Florence, MT
Rachael Giess, Overland Park, KS
Rebecca Hefte, Winona, MN
Jessica Lauren Hendrickes, Post Falls, ID
Kevin R. Holmes, Janesville, CA
Shasta Hood, Eureka, MT
Kristen Houston, Billings, MT
Caroline Hutcherson, Kodiak, AK
Heather LaPrath, Havre, MT
Dusty Magekly, Belle Fourche, SD
Shannon McCarthy, Shoreham, NV
Steven Anthony Nyustuen, Lakeside, MT
Lisa Richards, Helena, MT
Marc Samson, Helena, MT
Ryan Senn, Hamilton, MT
Kyota Shizuku, Hokkaido, Japan
Heidi Shusron, Winter Park, CO
Laura Marie Sprague, Soda Springs, ID
Marcia St. Goddard, Browning, MT
Kelly Kristine Vogl, Townsend, MT
William Shawn Woodrum, Missoula, MT
Travis Williams, Jamestown, CO
Megan Wrigg, Saint Paul, MN
Ashley Mae Zimpel, Butte, MT

Post-Professional

Doctor of Physical Therapy

MAY 2011

Erasmio Alvarez, Miramar, FL
Subhashini Arigovindan, Avon, CT
Angela Arkills, Yakima, WA
Dana Bacon, Twinsburg, OH
Derek Chee, Honolulu, HI
Mary Coar, Missoula, MT
Philip Christ, Kalispell, MT
Kristen Corderman, Niceville, FL
Rita Davis, Zillah, WA
Stephen Davis, Zillah, WA
Craig DeBussey, Chapel Hill, NC
Nancy Durban, Cincinnati, OH
Robert Essex, Battle Creek, MI
Ryan Evans, Canton, OH
Wendy Featherstone, Pittsford, NY
Kimberly Fox, Fairview, NC
Ellen Galaks–Day, Princeton Junction, NJ
Jane Galbreath, Odenton, MD
Stephanie Garza, San Benito, TX
Joan Geiger, Takoma Park, MD
Gary Gray, Corvallis, OR
Kirby Halvorsen, Sidney, MT
Jason Hardage, San Marcos, TX
Joseph Hegy, Banner, WY
Theresa Hendricks, Parkland, FL
Renee Hicks, Berea, OH
Geoffrey Huggins, Chapel Hill, NC
Ann Ingram–Bizzano, Bel Air, MD
Andrea Ivey, St. Charles, MO
Emilie Jones, Seattle, WA
Jennifer Joshua, Papillon, NE
Marni Kallins, Marriottsville, MD
Laurie Karakul, Parma, OH
Jerry Kizhakkemuri, Shaker Heights, OH
Michael Kritz, Bonita Springs, FL
Wendy Lancy, Huntsville, NC
Timothy Landon, Chugiak, AK
Joshua Lindblom, Bartsletes, NV
Thomas Longbottom, Yakima, WA
James Love, Parrish, FL
William Mallory, Olmstead Falls, OH
Janet Mastrangel, Gahanna, OH
David Momah, Covington, GA
Kevin Murdock, Bradenton, FL
Meredith Olsfeld, Baltimore, MD
Richard Ozmun, Vernon, OH
Thomas Pace, McDonough, GA
Leigh Fahhinskas, Avondale Estates, GA
William Quilen, Osoda, FL
Mindy Oxnard Renfro, Las Vegas, NV
Teresa Robinson, Soldotnak, AK
Patricia Rooney, Easton, MD
Shari Rosen, New York, NY
Linda Saylor, Loris, SC
Pamela Scarboroagh, Wimberley, TX
Roy Sebastian, Sunnyvale, TX
Hetal Shah, Odenton, MD
Ralph Simpson, Whitefish, MT
Camille Smith, Houston, TX
Kristina Steinau, Crittenten, KY
Steven Strunk, Rockville, MD
Jennifer Tuz, New Milford, CT
Angela Walters, Mason, OH

AUGUST 2011

Heather Akgun, Stafford, VA
Denise Amsrud, Barrington, IL
Janice Bühler, Penndel, PA
Jonathan Camacaylan, Kamuela, HI
Nancy Cavaliero–Fisher, Trumbull, CT
Katherine Cooley, Port Collins, CO
Jennifer Currier, Streator, IL
Kendra Ernav, Naperville, IL
Katherine Farmer, Donnelly, ID
Michelle Guevin, Palmetto, FL
Jill Hegy, Sheridan, WY
Michael Jawskar, Avon Lake, OH
Tarran Johnson III, Jonesboro, GA
Laura Kase, Pocatello, ID
James Long, Bay Village, OH
Francis Martin, Elyctic City, MD
Maureen McSweeney, Lakewood, OH
Bethany Miller, Fullerton, CA
Tanya Quiñones–Santiago
North Olmsted, OH
Claire Rial, Tucson, AZ
Vickie Rosser, Olney, IL
Paul Telega, Pittsburgh, PA
Teresa Thomas, Cumming, GA
Jeeqiong Wang, Brookfield, WI
Daniel Weaver, Craig, AK
Congratulations Graduating Class of 2011
School of Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation Science
Skaggs Building, Room 135
Missoula, Montana 59812-4680
Address Service Requested

Thank You Donors!!!

Beverly Hancock
Dean and Leslie Bagley
Robert and Julie Paull
Elmer and Diane Platz
James Beseske
William and Kathy Brunett
Lamar and Cathryn Rase
Steven and Susan Walther
Donald and Barbara Harris
R. Kerry and Colleen Hatcher
Bill and Anne Vaubel
Terence and Denise Aylesworth
Theodore Stuff and Roberta Tognetti-Stuff
William and Alice Comstock
Lawrence and Margaret Ohman
Mark and Mary Thane
James Lamb
Robert and Barbara Dorroh
Alan and Sally Crothers
Mary O’Leary
Chris and Claire Dwyer
Jerad Gillen
Michael and Linda Feide
Kris Carlson
Jessica Malouf
Gary Logerstedt
Bradley McBratney and Lisa Grossman
Thomas and Jackie Fabian
Michael and Christine Taylor
Steven Torcoletti and Heidi Halverson
Amy Cramer
John A. Evert Estate
Doug and Stacy Dolan
Jamie Graves
Susette Stiles-Hofland
Michael and Jennifer Brooke
Thomas and Shauna Cook
Ivan and Marla Crago
Juniper Mack
Linda Looser
Christopher and Laura Cooper
Richard and Margaret Jensen
Neil and Rebecca Dobler
Molly Hannan
Wade Bierbach and Jayda Zabolotney
Gary Gales
John Sullivan
Alvin and Clare Jenkins
Dan Sieckman and Elizabeth Ikeda
Gary and Mary Jo Lusin
Cliff and Catherine Goodman
Reiscli Physical Therapy Inc.

Cobb Foundation
David and Nancy Toole
Peak Performance Physical Therapy, PC
William Guza
Bruce and Chris Lepore
Rose Heeg
Rolf Vognild
William Duffy
Lynne Bishop
James and Jo Anne Reid
Christopher Reeve Paralysis Foundation
James and Christine Eardley
Ernest L. and Ruth A. Kradolfer
Brian and Jo May Salonen
Ellen Fineman Physical Therapy Inc.
Debra Waldron
John and Ann Scherner
Endurathlete Foundation
Kenneth and Margaret Ottenbacher
Barbara McGlynn
Rehab Essentials
Kevin and Loriann Helgeson
Barbara Kosovich
Patrick and Anita M. Byrne